Electron transport in a graphene quantum well can be analogues to photon transmission in optical fiber. In this work, we present a detailed theoretical analysis to study the possible impact of waveguide edge orientation on transport characteristics of a graphene waveguide (GW). Non-equilibrium Greens function (NEGF) approach has been utilized to investigate the transport properties of straight armchair and zigzag oriented (AO-, ZO-) GWs by considering tight-binding (TB) Hamiltonian. Plateaus at integer steps of 4e 2 /h have been observed in both straight ZO-GW and AO-GW. Comparison of transport between these two edge orientations shows that the first quantized plateau is wider in the case of ZO-GW. Various parametric effects including the width of side-barrier, waveguide's width and metallic property of terminals were also investigated. In addition to the observation of valley-symmetry conservation in both orientations of GWs, we have explored the critical role of the drain contact on the conductance of GWs. Furthermore, we extended our transport study to three different configurations of highly bended waveguide, such as U-shape, L-shape and split GWs, in order to explore their applications in ballistic integrated circuit devices.
two structures are different in many aspects, such as the spacing between conductance plateaus.
Although ideal GNRs should possess the quantization of conductance, the unavoidable disorders on the edges have became dominant sources of incoherent scattering, making the quantization of conductance hardly appears in plasma-etch GNRs [16] [17] [18] [19] . Up to date, there have been few reports on the observation of quantization of conductance in GNRs which were fabricated using shadow mask and oxygen plasma etching 20, 21 . Further improvement is now incorporated into the design of graphene point contacts (GPC) and GNRs by applying hexagonal-born-nitride as bottom and top insulators [22] [23] [24] . However, the pronounced quantization of conductance (mostly appears as kinks)
is not easily accessible due to the hypersensitivity of the system to the edge disorders 25, 26 . On the other hand, optics-like behavior of charge carriers in graphene has revealed itself via the observation of electromagnetic phenomena such as refraction, reflections and Fabry-Pérot interference 27, 28 .
The optics-like phenomena of electrons in graphene enables the design of all graphene electronic devices resembling an optical fiber, which effectively works as an electron waveguide [29] [30] [31] . When a spatially varied electrostatic potential is imposed on graphene flakes, it can result in various devices such as graphene p-n junction, graphene tunneling junction and graphene electron waveguide (in which a uniform potential well is imposed across a graphene flake). The latter case can be regarded as the straight GWs which have been explored both theoretically and experimentally in middle and large scale geometries [32] [33] [34] [35] . In line with the previous theoretical reports (which have not been carried out by NEGF method), we have also demonstrated the quantization of conductance in straight AO-GWs and bended graphene waveguides (BGWs) by considering proper design of contacts [36] [37] [38] . Since AGNR and ZGNR have very different transport properties, we aim to address a similar question: what are the distinct differences in transport between a AO-GW and a ZO-GW of similar sizes? We will divide our study into two subjects. Firstly, we present a theoretical comparison between transport in AO-GWs and ZO-GWs. Secondly, we investigate the transmission characteristics of GW with different geometries (L-shape, U-shape and split GW) in conjunction with previous studies in a small-size tailored graphene 39, 40 .
We organize this article in the following way: the geometry of AO-GW and ZO-GW are described and the detail of our model is presented in section II. Conductance and local density of state are compared for AO-GW and ZO-GW in the first part of section III, where the quasi-one dimensional band structure for slices of AO-GW and ZO-GW are also studied for reference. The effects of geometrical parameters such as the width of side-barrier, GW and terminals were investigated. Similar transport studies were carried out for L-shape, U-shape and split GWs, and the results are presented in section IV. Conclusive remarks about all waveguide configurations will be given in section V.
II.
DEVICE DESCRIPTION AND METHODOLOGY Fig. 1 illustrates the geometry of our devices. Middle-size strips of graphene with width W and length L are considered as the scattering area, where the armchair and zigzag edges are distributed along the horizontal (x-axis) and vertical directions (y-axis), respectively. We introduce an external (straight) gate to induce a spatially varied atomic on-site energy in graphene strip, which divides the scattering area into a central region of waveguide (WG) and two side-barriers (SBs). In this way, two distinct orientations for GW, i.e., AO-WG and ZO-WG, can be created as shown in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.
W G (W SB ) represents the width of waveguide (barriers) with a fixed on-site energy V W G (V SB ) in which we have consider the full width at half maximum (FWHM) accounting for the smoothed on-site energy as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The color bar represents the scale of the potential energy on the atomic sites. Each GW contains two fundamental parts, i.e. the scattering area and leads (the areas that stick out from the scattering area). We use the notation N A -AGNR to label the central scattering area, where N A stands for the number of dimer lines and is defined as Moreover, our previous study has shown that a metallic AGNR is a better choice to make an ideal contact to GW 38, 41 . Indeed, the zero-energy modes in a metallic AGNR permits the low energy electrons from the source to be injected into waveguide region. The advantage of using metallic GNR as leads reflects itself as an early onset of the first conductance plateau around the Dirac point. Thus, we may modify N aS, aD by 1 or 2 to yield a dimer lines of N A =3m+2, (m is an integer) which is the condition for metallic AGNR. On the other hand, ideal ZGNR leads (with even number of atoms in the unit cell) connecting to ZO-WGs do not need any modification, because naturally they have zero modes. Source leads have the same on-site energy as that in the guiding region while the drain leads are grounded (zero on-site energy) in all examples. Tight binding Hamiltonian of a graphene device can be expressed as:
where c † i (c i ) is the creation (annihilation) operator and µ i , indicates the on-site energy at the i-th atomic site. The on-site energy can be tuned through the external gate potentials and is in fact equal to the value of U as depicted in Fig. 1(c) . Hopping between nearest neighbors (e.g., i and j sites) is the origin of second term where t i,j denotes a fixed energy value given based on TB approximation in table I 42, 43 . A small size scattering area with N ch = 3 is shown in Fig. 1(d) in which the 1st, 2nd and 3rd order TB approximations are indicated by blue, green and red circles, respectively. Following Landauer-Büttiker formalism, conductance of a two-terminal device in lowtemperature and low-bias can be expressed as G = G 0 T , where G 0 = 2e 2 /h represents the quanta of conductance and T is the transmission coefficient. Spin degree of freedom is included by the factor 2 in G 0 and e and h are electron charge and the Planck's constant 44 . Transmission coefficient from source to drain, T, can be calculated using Caroli's formula 45 :
where Γ s (Γ d ) is the broadening matrix of the source (drain) lead. G r (G a = G r † ) represents retarded (advance) Greens function given by
where η is small infinitesimal number usually about 10 −4 . Here, S is the overlap matrix built in similar way to the second term in Hamiltonian and has the following form
where s i,j represent the overlap integral between the atomic orbitals (p z ) located at i and j. It is worth noting that orbitals at two different atomic sites are not necessarily orthogonal to each other.
Therefore, there are non-zero values in the S matrix considering 3 rd third nearest approximation but these values are small due to long distance interactions between atomic orbitals. Open boundary condition at the source and drain is incorporated into the transport study via the last two terms in equation (3), which are the so called self-energy terms. Self-energy matrices are calculated via
Here, H sS and S sS are the Interaction Hamiltonian and Interaction overlap matrices between the source and the first super cell in the scattering area, while H Sd and S Sd are the Interaction
Hamiltonian and Interaction overlap matrices between the last supercell in the scattering area and drain lead (index S refers to the scattering area whereas s and d denote the source and drain).
In process of building H sS (S sS ), the i index from equation (1) ( and equation (4)) goes over atomic sites in the source lead while the j index goes over sites in the first super-cells of central scattering area. H Sd and S Sd are constructed similarly. Sancho-Rubio iterative scheme is employed to calculate the retarded surface Greens functions, g s,d
46 . One can easily obtain broadening matrices
Another important parameter is the local density of state (LDOS) given by
where diag refers to the diagonal elements of the matrix. LDOS can also be evaluated by extracting 
, where k is the two dimensional wavevector whose range is determined by high symmetry points in graphene's reciprocal lattice 48 . In systems with a physical confinement in the transverse direction, it is possible to further simplify the 2D bandstructure calculation by assuming a plane-wave wavefunction in the longitudinal direction i.e., e ik x where the index denotes the
The eigenvalues E(k ⊥ ) of the characteristic equation,which is the so-called secular equation, is written as
gives the quasi-one dimensional bandstructure. Note that H(k ⊥ ) is defined by (1) to build each of these three Hamiltonian matrices.
S(k ⊥ ) has similar form as H(k ⊥ ) in which S lc , S cc and S cr (constructed via equation (4)) are now replacing the equivalent Hamiltonian terms in equation (8).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. A. Straight Waveguides
In our devices, two types of edge orientations (AO-GWs, ZO-GWs) for straight GW are studied When 3NN Hamiltonian is employed, other differences in conductance became visible: e.g. which can be understood by the fact that 3NN tends to yield a small band gap in an AGNR (i.e. terminals) 49 . Both 1NN and 3NN give rise to noisy conductance features at E<0 eV in ZO-GW. Similar noisy conductance has also been observed in AO-GW but in much lower energies e.g. E<- Figs. 2) 38 . We attribute these noises to the increase of current going through side barriers in this range of energy. Plateaus gradually disappear at higher energies because there are limited confined wavefunctions belong to the waveguide area.
eV (not shown in
We further explore the effect of lead on GWs transport properties. Here, we modified the dimer lines of leads by 1 or 2 to make leads either metallic or semiconducting (nonmetallic). In contrast to the insensitivity of conductance to the widths of side-barriers, conductances for both orientations show clear sensitivity to metallic/nonmetallic (m/n) nature of leads, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and 4(b). One third of AGNRs and an ideal ZGNR have metallic behavior because their band structures possess zero mode. Different combinations of metallic and non-metallic leads are considered for a previously studied configuration, W SB =20 nm and W G =20 nm. Non-metallic drain on AO-GW yields a finite gap on conductance around E=0 eV (orange-solid and green-dot lines in Fig. 4(a) ) while the conductance of a configuration with solely non-metallic source is identical to that with both metallic leads (blue-solid line is identical to red-dot line in Fig. 4(a) ). Moreover, the conductance of AO-GW with non-metallic drain (m-n and n-n), shows shorter plateaus with quantization steps of G 0 compared to that with metallic drain (n-m and m-m).
Note that an ideal zigzag lead (with closed hexagonal crystal structure) represented by an even dimer lines is indeed metallic, however, odd number of dimer lines for ZGNRs results in breaking the crystal symmetry and thus its dispersion relation no longer possess the zero-mode energy. Gap on conductance is even wider in the case of ZO-GW with disordered (non-metallic) drain (greendot line in Fig. 4 (b) ). Here, we refer a ZGNR lead with odd number dimer lines as a disordered lead. Also, like AO-GW, the conductance of ZO-GW with non-metallic source and metallic drain (n-m) is identical to that with both metallic leads (m-m), as shown by the blue-solid and red-dot lines in Fig. 4 (b) . Non-metallic drain (m-n and n-n) on ZO-GW does not change the quantization step (in contrast to AO-GW) but it has shifted the conductance both vertically and horizontally, as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . This result again indicates that the nature of drain plays a significant role on the conductance for GW with both orientations. Therefore, we adopted metallic leads for the rest of our studies because they yield early onset of plateau on conductance for both edge Fig. 6(a) correspond to the fourth mode in the band structure of AO-GW (see Fig. 5(d) ), which contributes to the first plateau for W G = 20 nm. Similar analysis can be performed for other GW with different widths and at different energies. Comparison between Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) (or Figs. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) ) shows stronger confinement of wavefunction at E 1 as compare to E 2 . Nevertheless, <LDOS> show that leakages toward side barriers for both edge orientations are still neglectable at E 2 .
B. B. U-, L-Shape and Split Waveguides
Two other types of two-terminal curved waveguides, U-shape and L-shape, have been taken into account to investigate the electronic transport and the abilities to confine the charge particles in these highly bended geometries. In a U-shape graphene waveguide (U-GW), both source and drain leads are connected to the same edge orientation (either all AO or all ZO). A U-AO-GW (U-ZO-GW) can be constructed when a straight AO-GW (ZO-GW) bends 180 • as shown in show the LDOSs and average of unnormalized LDOSs at E 1 and E 2 of ZO-GW. Fig. 7(a) (Fig. 7(b) ). Device dimensions of W×L=120 nm×80 nm are considered for U-AO-GW and W×L=80 nm×120nm for U-ZO-GW. The width of middle barrier between source and drain (=2R 1 , see Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) ) is set to 40 nm (30 nm) when W G =20 nm (30 nm), while W SB =20 nm has been used for both U-AO-GW and U-ZO-GW. In the case of U-AO-GW with W G =20 nm, the on-site energy of device is constructed by a combination of three segments: two parts of AO-GW with L=20 nm which are parallel to each other, and half of a circular waveguide loop with inner (outer) radius of 20 nm (40 nm) that provides a smooth 180 • bending around the center of the circular part (x c =20 nm, y c =60 nm, see Fig. 7(a) ). U-ZO-GW is also constructed similarly, see Fig. 7(b) . Conductance of U-AO-GWs and U-ZO-GWs both resemble the conductance of their counterparts AO-GWs and ZO-GWs (compare Fig. 7 (c) with Fig. 5(a) for W G =20 nm and com- shows the conductances of U-AO-GW and U-ZO-GW respectively with W G =20 nm (red-dot line), 30 nm (green-solid line). LDOS of W G =20 nm U-GWs are presented in (e) and (f) for E=0.03 eV.
pare Fig. 7(d) with Fig. 5(e) for W G =20 nm). In the U-shape case, the general form of quantized conductance is preserved but the second plateau is modulated by a visible oscillation as highlighted by a dashed ellipse in Fig. 7(d) . This oscillation is more pronounced for the W G =20 nm case and it becomes weaken when W G =30 nm. Considering W G =20 nm, normalized LDOSs for U-AO-GW and U-ZO-GW at a given energy of E=0.03 eV (which locates within the first plateau) are plotted As an extension to L-GW, the split waveguides (SP-GWs), which can be viewed as the counterpart of an optical beam splitter, has been studied. On-site energy of a SP-GW can be set-up by adding the on-site energy of two adjacent L-GWs which are bended in opposite directions.
SP-GWs can be divided into two parts,i.e. the stem part and two split parts, within the scattering area. In our example, the width of stem part is W G =40 nm and it splits equally into two 20 nm wide bended WGs. We also considered two categories for SP-GWs which are labeled by the orientation of the stem part and the branches part (i.e., AZ (ZA), which mean A (Z) for stem and Z (A) for branches). Drains at the end of branches are connected to different interfaces, which are opposite to the stem, due to the 90 • bending of each L-shape waveguides. In Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), conductance is labeled by numbers. The first number, 1, indicates the stem while the second, 2 or 3, refers to each branches. Conductance for both paths in the three-terminal SP-AZ-GW show similar trend to that of 20 nm ZO-GW. The conductance of SP-ZA-GW also follows a similar behavior of the 20 nm AO-GW, which can be recognized by a small dip on conductance around E=0 eV (see Fig. 9(b) ). Thus, it can be concluded that the same role of drain nature (the type of drain interface and drain width) on conductance is also applicable for the split structures.
These results are also consistent with our previous work where the source and drain of the Y junction graphene waveguide are attached to the same type of interfaces. Again, we plot the We have chosen these segments of the scattering area, because they can give us the energy bands right at the beginning of two independent branches. Moreover, it was shown that guiding energy bands are not highly sensitive to bending 38 .
Energy bands show the two-fold (Fig. 10(b) ) and four-fold ( Fig. 10(a) ) degeneracy for supercells with zigzag ( Fig. 9(c) ) and armchair ( Fig. 9(d) ) edges which comparing to the straight GWs (see into two two-fold degenerate bands of each branches. Moreover, the symmetry of system along the transport direction (the stem part) assure the spatial continuity of energy channels along each branch segments. Therefore, incoming wave has equal probability to scatter into each branches at the splitting point and result in ballistic transport from splitting point to drains. This justifies the similarity in conductance between each branch(see Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) ).
IV. CONCLUSION:
In this article, we first present a comparative transport study between two types of straight graphene waveguides with different edge orientations, i.e. armchair and zigzag. Differences and similarities in transport have been studied between them by performing series of analyses on conductance features. We concluded that the conductance in both armchair and zigzag oriented waveguides can be quantized by steps of (4e 2 /h) in a similar manner, but the zigzag oriented waveguide shows a longer first plateau provided that its drain terminal possesses zero energy mode. Moreover, the effect of TB approximation, width of side barrier, width of waveguide and terminal geometry on the conductance have all been included in our investigation. Our results indicated that the conductance of a graphene waveguide primarily follows the conductance property of the drain terminal regardless of the orientation and degree of bending of the main GW. 
